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SOUTHEAST	ROUNDUP	:	Tennessee	Beats	Florida	With	a	Burst,	45-3

The	first	half	of	Saturday	night’s	game	between	No.	5	Tennessee	and	No.	9	Florida	was	the	even	struggle	that	most	had	predicted.

But	the	second	half	was	all	Tennessee.

Dale	Carter	returned	the	second-half	kickoff	91	yards	for	a	touchdown	to	start	a	28-point	third	quarter	that	gave	Tennessee	a	45-3

victory	in	a	Southeastern	Conference	showdown	at	Knoxville,	Tenn.

Carter’s	return	gave	Tennessee	a	14-3	lead	and	signaled	an	abrupt	end	to	what	had	been	a	fierce	defensive	struggle	between	the

Volunteers,	4-0-2	overall	and	2-0-1	in	the	SEC,	and	the	Gators	(5-1,	3-1).

“Dale’s	kickoff	return	really	built	our	confidence,”	Tennessee	quarterback	Andy	Kelly	said.	“Fact	is,	the	entire	second	half	was	a

confidence-builder.	Being	realistic,	we	thought	the	game	would	be	much	tougher	and	certainly	closer.”
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EPSN2 to Televise LSU-Tennessee Softball
March 22, 2007, 12:00 AM (CT)

Updated: October 29, 2009, 03:24 AM (CT)

LSUsports.net (@LSUsports)

LSU Sports Interactive

BATON ROUGE -- A pair of LSU softball games against Southeastern Conference rival and No. 1-ranked Tennessee on April 28 and 29 have been picke

broadcast by ESPN2, marking the second straight year the eighth-ranked Tigers and Lady Vols will battle it out on the national network.

Due to the acquisition of the games by ESPN2, the �rst game of the series on Saturday, originally scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. and televised by Cox S

Television, has been moved to a 3 p.m. start with the second game of the doubleheader scheduled for a 5 p.m. �rst pitch.

The �nal game of the Tennessee series remains scheduled for a 1 p.m. start. The �rst and third games of the series will be televised on ESPN2 in Bat

on cable channel 36. Last season, LSU lost to Tennessee, 0-4, on ESPN2, before coming back to defeat the Lady Vols, 4-0, on ESPNU.

Cox Sports Television has now dropped the �rst game of the Tennessee series from its broadcast schedule and instead picked up the mid-week SEC

doubleheader against Kentucky on April 3, giving the Tigers six games televised on CST this season. LSU is a perfect 2-0 on Cox Sports already this y

knocking off McNeese State, 7-1, and No. 19 Florida, 2-1.

The Tigers will now have a total of nine regular season games televised this year. In addition to the two games already broadcast by Cox Sports Telev

will televise Saturday’s �rst game against Alabama at 1 p.m., the Kentucky doubleheader on April 3 and a single game against Southeastern Louisian

11. SEC-TV will televise the �nal game of the Alabama series this weekend on Sunday.

This marks the second straight year LSU has had nine regular season softball games televised. Last season, the Tigers saw one game broadcast by E

televised by ESPNU, one broadcast by SEC-TV and �ve televised by Cox Sports Television.

Updated 2007 LSU Softball Television Broadcasts
March 7 McNeese State at LSU Cox Sports Television Win, 7-1

March 18 Florida at LSU Cox Sports Television Win, 2-1

March 24 Alabama at LSU Cox Sports Television 1 p.m.

March 25 Alabama at LSU SEC-TV (Fox Sports Net) 1 p.m.

April 3 Kentucky at LSU (both games of the doubleheader) Cox Sports Television 4 p.m.

April 11 Southeastern Louisiana at LSU Cox Sports Television 6 p.m.

April 28 Tennessee at LSU (�rst game of the doubleheader) ESPN2 3 p.m.

April 29 Tennessee at LSU EPSN2 1 p.m.

LSU's Emily Turner
LSUsports.net
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Kellie Harper led Tennessee to national championships as a player for Pat Summitt. Next, she hopes to

restore the Lady Vols to prominence.

ESPN.com: Women's College
Basketball

[Print without images]

Wednesday, April 10, 2019

Kellie Harper returns home to coach Tennessee

By Mechelle Voepel

espnW

Kellie Harper
takes over a
Tennessee
women's
basketball
program that has
been surrounded
of late by
bittersweet
nostalgia, clear-
eyed pragmatism
and frustrated
pessimism. But
there's also a lot
of hopeful
optimism in
Lady Vols
nation. Harper
will have to
navigate all of
that.

Harper, the Tennessee native and former Lady Vols player, "came home" on Wednesday, and for those in support
of her replacing Holly Warlick, this is an especially happy day. For those who think Tennessee should have
aimed higher -- getting a coach who already has had success at a Power 5 school -- this is a time of trepidation.

Was Harper, who spent the past six seasons at Missouri State, the right hire? Only time will tell. But there are
good points to be made in support of Harper.

Some might say that with her coaching résumé, which includes four years at NC State following the legendary
Kay Yow, Harper wouldn't have gotten this job if she weren't a former Tennessee player. And that's true. But that
doesn't mean she isn't the right choice.

Women's basketball history matters at Tennessee -- probably more than it does at any school in the United States
-- because the timeline of the Lady Vols' influence is so expansive. By the same token, the past can't overshadow
the present or the future. If Harper does this right, all three can coexist.

"I can look right
out this door and
see a statue over
there. That was
not lost on me,"
Harper said
Wednesday at a

http://www.espn.com/espn/print?id=26491577&type=Story&imagesPrint=off
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By mlmintampa  Sep 12, 2007, 5:52pm EDT

FLORIDA GATORS FOOTBALL

Revisiting The Rivalry: The 1990 and 1991 Florida-Tennessee

games

Every rivalry has a flash point; Ruth from Boston to New York, Chuck Bednarik hitting
Frank Gifford with a clothesline, Rocket Richard breaking Hal Laycoe's face with his stick.
While in the history of sport, Red Sox-Yankees, Eagles-Giants, and Canadians-Bruins are
more significant, they all began with an historic act that reverberates to this day. Just like
Florida-Tennessee.

Prior to divisional play, UF and Tennessee played home-and-home series. Included in this
were the 1990 and 1991 games. In Spurrier's first Tennessee game as head coach in 1990,
the Gators were manhandled 45-3 in Knoxville. This was the only SEC blemish, as the Gators
were 6-1 and won a mythical "First In The SEC" title.

Following that game rumors spread, which persist to this day, that Tennessee fans had chants
referencing the Gainesville student murders. In fact, the idea of Tennessee fans doing this led
some at the 1991 game to bring even more hatred. But, there is no documentation of this
chant and everything is second hand from people at the 1991 game in Gainesville. So is it an
urban myth?  I asked the expert, former FTC commissioner and writer of EDSBS, Orson
Swindle if this was true.

I've heard it, too, but have nothing specific to even come close to backing it up as hearsay. I
think it's the Tennessee equivalent of Alabama's claim that Florida fans cheered when Tyrone
Prothro's foot fell off in Tuscaloosa. It's delirious rumor, as far as I know.
ps. I emphasize: this is unsubstantiated crap.

Heading into the 1991 game, Florida was eligible for an SEC title and was 4-1 (lost to
Syracuse). That, combined with the nature of the blowout the previous year, led to a highly
anticipated in Gainesville. Since I was seven years old at the time, I'll let 1993 UF alum Alan
W. explain.

ALLIGATOR ARMY
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TRENDING

Odds on who will succeed Nick Saban at Alabama

By WES RUCKER - Aug 3, 4:23 PM

Craig Fitzgerald stayed in Knoxville this offseason despite interest from multiple

schools, including alma mater Maryland, meaning the Tennessee football program got

to retain its strength and conditioning coach for a second season.

That was a huge deal for a program that has had too much turnover for far too long in

that critical department.

Keeping Fitzgerald — a former NFL Strength and Conditioning Coach of the Year —

and recruiting some bigger players from the high school and junior college ranks has

allowed Tennessee to put a more physically imposing team on the field heading into its

second preseason camp under head coach Jeremy Pruitt.

Here are the 10 most physically imposing Tennessee players on the field at the

moment, according to a straw poll from the GoVols247 staff.

We’re calling them the Swoll Squad. And we’ll list them in alphabetical order.

Swole Squad: Tennessee's 10 most imposing players

SENIOR INSIDE LINEBACKER DANIEL BITULI
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Tennessee vs. Purdue odds: 2019 NCAA Tournament picks and
top Sweet 16 predictions from model on 11-5 roll
SportsLine's advanced computer model simulated Tennessee vs. Purdue 10,000 times

by CBS Sports Staff Mar 28, 2019 at 5:56 pm ET • 3 min read

Never-Too-Early Top 25

Gary Parrish breaks down
his Never-Too-Early
Preseason Top 25 for next
season.

CBSSports.com VideosKanell & Bell: Should Underclassmen Be Able To Return If Un-drafted?
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, a 3-seed in the 2019 NCAA Tournament, is making its third straight

Sweet 16 appearance and is seeking its first Final Four since 1980. Standing

in its way on Thursday is 2-seed , which held off a furious

comeback from   in the last round. The 13th-ranked Boilermakers (25-9)

finished the regular season as co-champions of the Big Ten with 

 at 16-4, while the sixth-ranked Volunteers (31-5) tied  for

second in the Southeastern Conference at 15-3. Tip-off from the KFC Yum!

Center in  is set for 7:29 p.m. ET, and the all-time series between the

schools is tied at 2-2. The Volunteers are favored by 1.5 in the latest Purdue

vs. Tennessee odds, while the over-under for total points scored is 147.

Tennessee is -140 on the money line (risk $140 to win $100), while Purdue is

+120 (risk $100 to win $120). Before making any Purdue vs. Tennessee picks

of your own, see what the SportsLine Projection Model has to say.

This model, which simulates every game 10,000 times, has raked in the

winnings for those following its picks. Over the past two years, the SportsLine

Projection Model has returned over $4,000 to $100 players on its top-rated

college basketball picks. It's also on fire in the 2019 ,

calling 14 of the Sweet 16 teams straight-up. Anyone who has followed it is

way up.

Now the model has dialed in on Tennessee vs. Purdue. We can tell you it's

leaning over, and it's also generated an against the spread pick that cashes

Purdue

Tennessee

Iowa

Michigan

State Kentucky

Louisville

NCAA Tournament
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TRENDING

Most overrated, underrated teams in Coaches Poll

By STAFF - 6 hours ago

The Tennessee football program has missed out on the postseason the past two years.

It's also been 15 years since the proud Volunteers had a 10-win season and more than

20 years since UT claimed a Southeastern Conference championship.

Second-year coach Jeremy Pruitt is trying to change all that on Rocky Top. The former

Florida State, Georgia and Alabama defensive coordinator is coming off a 5-7 maiden

voyage in which his team dropped the final two games of the 2018 season.

Can Big Orange make a major step forward in 2019? Pruitt's program is projected to

win just six games this year as he continues to rebuild – although Tennessee's 2019

signing class could provide immediate help in a few key spots and overachieve.

We take a look here at UT's 12-game schedule to see where some victories might be

coming and rank the Volunteers' 12 toughest contests of the year.

With all due respect to Tennessee opponents Georgia State (a 2-10 team out of the

Sun Belt Conference) in Week One and Chattanooga (an FCS squad that went 6-5 a

year ago) in Week Three, here are UT's 10 toughest games of the 2019 season from

easiest to hardest:

Tennessee's 2019 schedule ranked easiest to toughest
game

10. BYU
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